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Attention

Read Me!SIDEBOARD / Aug 2011

Attention!
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Compliance 
Notice:
Radio Frequency Notice

NOTE:  This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the 
limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC rules. These 
limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful inter-
ference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This 
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if 
not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause 
harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment 
in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the 
user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense. 

This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment, 
this product may cause radio interference, in which case, 
the user may be required to take appropriate measures.

This equipment must be installed and wired properly in order to assure 
compliance with FCC regulations.

Caution!  Any modifications not expressly approved in writing by 
Wheatstone could void the user's authority to operate this equipment. 
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Adding The SideBoard To The Peripheral Devices* Tab

In order to utilize all the features of the SideBoard the  device 
must be added to the System Peripheral Devices tab in the 
Wheatstone WheatNet-IP Navigator program (aka the  Navigator 
GUI). This sheet shows you the basics of that  procedure. Refer 
to the WheatNet‑IP BLADE 3 Audio Over IP Network Technical 
Manual for additional details.

You will need to know the IP address of the device being 
added, so you will want to find that out before you start.

Launch the Navigator GUI and make sure that System 0 is 
selected in the System pane. You will see something like this:

Now select the Peripheral Devices tab.

Click the Add button to bring up the Add Peripheral 
Device dialog:

Type in a convenient Name and insert the IP  Address 
of the device being added. Leave the TCP Port at the 
default setting of 60021. From the Host BLADE drop 
down select the BLADE that you want to associate the 
Peripheral device with. Click Ok.

This completes the process of adding the device to 
the Peripheral Devices tab. The added device should 
show up in the System pane under the BLADE  you 
added it to. If it does not show up, or if it shows up but 
has a yellow question mark on it, then there is either a 
network issue that needs attention, or the device is not 
connected to the network at all, or one or more steps have been omitted or done  incorrectly 
in the configuration process.

* In previous Navigator GUI versions this was the System 3rd Party Devices tab.
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General Information

Introduction

The Wheatstone SideBoard is a four- or eight-channel control surface that will inter-
face with and control a Utility Mixer contained within a Wheatstone WheatNet-IP Blade.

To understand what this means we will begin by defining a few terms.
The WheatNet-IP product line consists of one or more Blades and may also contain 

control surfaces, programmable controllers, XY controllers, PC audio drivers, and the 
newest system component, the SideBoard. The “IP” part of the product line name indi-
cates communication between devices, and also transmission of audio, is done through a 
standard 1G IP network.

One of the features of a Blade is that it contains two software mixers, called Utility 
Mixers. Although these mixers can be controlled via a screen in the system’s Wheatstone 
Navigator GUI, it is sometimes desired to control the mix via “real” hardware, rather than 
with a computer mouse. Enter the SideBoard.

The basic SideBoard is designed to give the user a hardware interface into one of the 
two software Utility Mixers within a Blade. The eight (or four on the smaller version) 
fader channels represent that number of input channels in the Utility Mixer. 
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Countertop Mounting
The SideBoard is designed for countertop placement. On the bottom part of the frame are 

predrilled holes (3/16" D) that are used for countertop mounting. Drill holes in the contertop 
by using the supplied chassis full size template. Then place the SideBoard on the counter and 
secure it with #8 screws.

8.4”

6.1”

SBC-5GP
11.8”

6.1”

SBC-4
17.4”

6.1”

SBC-8

6.1”

18.8”

SBC-8+1

6.1”

21.6”

SBC-8+3

2.9”

6.0”

6.1”
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Power Supply
The SideBoard is powered by a factory supplied 

12V/1.25 A power adapter with 100-240V/50-60Hz 
 input.

Assuming the SideBoard is properly placed, and its power adapter connected 
to the unit, you may now energize the unit by plugging it into the AC  mains. The 
SideBoard’s switches will assume factory default settings.

Power conditioning, surge suppression, and even power backup devices are 
wise investments when using sensitive modern electronic devices that use an 
internal computer. 

Note: To de-energize the SideBoard, unplug the power supply adapter’s AC 
cord from the AC mains. Never de-energize the SideBoard by disconnecting the 
cable that connects the SideBoard and power supply adapter together.

SideBoard / Sep 2013
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Ethernet Interface Wiring
The RJ-45 (CT5 on the bottom of SBC-1 PCB) connects the SideBoard to your 

Ethernet LAN via straight (pin to pin) CAT5 cable. The LAN connection is for com-
municating with computers running Wheatstone software such as Navigator and 
the SideBoard GUI, and also carries the settings and commands to and from the  
WheatNet-IP system.

“ETH” Connector
Pin 1 – TXD +
Pin 2 – TXD -
Pin 3 – RXD +
Pin 4 – N/C
Pin 5 – N/C
Pin 6 – RXD -
Pin 7 – N/C
Pin 8 – N/C

                               Typical Ethernet Cable

White/Orange1 TXD + 1White/Orange
Orange2 2Orange TXD -

White/Green3 3White/Green RXD +

Blue4 4Blue N/C

White/Blue5 5White/Blue N/C

Green6 6Green RXD -

White/Brown7 7White/Brown N/C

Brown8 8Brown N/C

RJ-45
Plug

RJ-45
Plug

                     Used for connecting the host controller to yoUr network hUb.
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Preliminary Setup
There is some setup involved in order to merge the SideBoard with the system. 

Some of this setup may have been done at the factory but please read through the 
following information and follow the steps outlined to assure that everything is 
configured properly.

Connect To Network
The SideBoard must be connected on a network with at least one Wheatstone 

Blade in order to function. The unit has been programmed at the factory with a 
device Name and an IP Address. This information is displayed on a label on the 
device. Please make sure you know what name and IP address are programmed for 
the device as you follow these steps.

The WheatNet-IP system typically resides on a network having addresses on 
the 192.168.87.xxx subnet. If it becomes necessary to change your SideBoard’s IP 
address follow the instructions in the Appendix.

A managed network switch is required to connect the various devices in the 
system. Please read the appropriate chapter in the WheatNet-IP Audio Over IP 
Network Technical Manual for details on switch setup. The SideBoard port uses 
the same setup as described for a surface, GP panel, or XY controller.

Connect the SideBoard to an appropriately configured port on the network.

Begin SideBoard Configuration
You begin SideBoard setup by running the WheatNet IP GP-16P & Sideboard 

Setup program that shipped either with the system or with the SideBoard. If you 
haven’t already done so, install the program by running the provided SideBoard 
GUI installer file – wheatnet_gp16p_GuiSetup_x_x_x.exe (the x_x_x is replaced 
with the program’s version number).

Please note that the IP address of the computer that you will be running the 
 SideBoard GUI on should be on the same subnet as the hardware devices in the 
system.

SideBoard / Sep 2013
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Launch the WheatNet IP GP-16P & Sideboard Setup program. You will see 
something similar to this:

Note that some of the panes can be made to disappear or to be relocated within 
the GUI, so your program may appear somewhat differently.

If you don’t already have the SideBoard configured, begin by clicking the  
Add... button in the Devices pane (as seen in 
the lower left corner of the screen shot above). 
Alternatively you can select Hardware>Add 
New Device... from the main menu. In either 
case you will be confronted with the Add De-
vice dialog shown on the right.

Enter the Name: and IP Address: informa-
tion from the SideBoard label. Specify the 
Device Type: as Sideboard8 or Sideboard4 as 
appropriate.
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Next, make sure the desired device is highlighted in the Devices pane. If necessary, 
click the Online checkbox to place an “X” there. Watch the lower right corner of the 
of the window and wait until it indicates the chosen panel is Connected. Now select 
the Device Properties tab at the top. With the Blades tab selected along the side, you 
should see something like this:

Here you need to enter the IP address of the host Blade, which is the Blade con-
taining the Utility Mixer that the SideBoard will be controlling. You can do this by 
manually entering the Blade address in the Host Blade: field, or you can click the but-
ton to the right of this field to invoke the Blade Picker dialog, where you can select 
the desired Blade from among the ones the GUI can see in the system. Once you have 
made changes on the Blades tab, click Apply to assert the new settings.
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Next, select the Sideboard tab along the side to see this:

Here you will choose between Utility Mixer 1 and Utility Mixer 2 to determine which 
Utility Mixer on the Host Blade the SideBoard will control.

You can also select one or both of the X Controller Take/Take Enables check boxes. If the 
Input Channels box is checked, when you select a new source for an input channel on the 
SideBoard by using the SELECT knob, the TAKE button, and the appropriate input SET but-
ton, you can revert back to the previous source for that channel by clicking the TAKE button 
twice in quick succession. Doing this a second time goes back to the source you had changed 
to prior to the first double-click of the TAKE button. You can do this for all the input chan-
nels, thus making the TAKE button, when double-clicked, into an A/B selector for whichever 
channel’s SET button is lit.

The Headphones check box provides a similar function for the Headphone source as long 
as the HEADPHONE SET button is lit.

Once you have made changes on the Sideboard tab, click Apply to assert the new settings.
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Finish SideBoard Configuration
You finish SideBoard setup by running the WheatNet IP Navigator program that 

shipped with the system. If you haven’t already done so, install the program by run-
ning the provided Navigator GUI installer file – setup_WheatNetIPNavigator_x_x_x.
exe (the x_x_x is replaced with the program’s ver-
sion number).

Please note that the IP address of the computer 
that you will be running the Navigator GUI on 
should be on the same subnet as the hardware de-
vices in the system.

Launch the Navigator GUI and make sure that 
System 0 is selected in the System pane. You will 
see something similar to this:

Now, to the right of the System pane, select the System 3rd Party Devices tab.

Click the Add... button to bring up the Add 3rd Party 
Device dialog:

Fill in Name: and IP Address: as you did on the Add 
Device dialog in the SideBoard GUI. Leave TCP Port: 
at the default setting of 60021. From the Host Blade: 
drop down, select the same Blade that you specified on 
the Device Properties tab in the SideBoard GUI. Click 
OK.

This completes the SideBoard Configuration. The 
SideBoard will now show up in the System pane in the 
Navigator GUI. If it does not show up, or if it shows up 
but has a yellow question mark on it, then there is ei-
ther a network issue that needs attention, or one or more 
steps have been omitted or done incorrectly in the con-
figuration process.
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Normal Operation

Each SideBoard fader channel has an ON/OFF button, PGM and AUD bus assign but-
tons, a PROG button that is defined as a CUE buton by default, a SET button for accessing 
the source SELECT knob and TAKE button, a FADER (slide control) to adjust level, and 
a display to show the currently selected source.

The headphone section has a PROGRAM VU meter, a SELECT knob, a TAKE button, 
a SOURCE display, a HEADPHONE SET button, a HEADPHONE level control, and a 
HEADPHONE jack. The headphone section is rounded out by a bank of six PROGRAM-
MABLE buttons.

Fader Section
The fader section is used to control a single channel of a Blade Util-

ity Mixer.
The display shows the currently selected SOURCE for that channel. 

The source is selected by first pressing the SET button for the chan-
nel. The channel SET button lights, and a source is chosen by turning 
the SELECT knob in the headphone section and watching the channel’s 
display until the desired source appears. To finalize this choice press the 
headphone section TAKE button.

The PGM and AUD buttons are used to assign a fader’s audio to the 
A and B outputs, respectively, of the Utility Mixer being controlled. A 
channel can be assigned to either or both busses, or none. The bus as-
sign button lights to indicate the channel is assigned to that bus, and is 
toggled on and off by pressing the bus assign button.

The FADER controls the level of the signal to its assigned bus or 
busses. The maximum level is achieved with the fader knob at the top, 
and the channel is essentially off with the fader knob all the way down.
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By default, the PROG button acts as a CUE button. When this button is lit on a fader 
channel, the pre-fade, pre-on audio of that channel replaces the audio in the headphones, 
thus allowing the operator to listen to a single fader channel quickly. The display in the 
headphone section changes to indicate the name of the source currently in cue. Cue is 
toggled on and off by pressing the button.

The audio from the channel is feeding the bus or busses indicated by the PGM and 
AUD buttons only if the channel ON/OFF button is lit. This button, too, is toggled on 
and off by pressing it.

The PROG button may be programmed for a different function. Details are provided 
in the Chapter 4 of this Manual.

Headphone Section
The headphone section provides controls for source 

selection and headphone audio control, plus a PRO-
GRAM VU meter and a bank of six PROGRAMMA-
BLE buttons.

Operation of the SELECT knob and the TAKE but-
ton was covered in the paragraphs above that describe 
the fader section, in regard to selecting fader channel 
sources. The same procedure is used to select a source 
for the headphones if followed while the HEADPHONE 
SET button is lit. In this case the desired source choices 
appear in the headphone section’s display.

If either of the X Controller Take/Take Enables check 
boxes was checked on the Sideboard tab while config-
uring the SideBoard in the SideBoard GUI program, 
then the TAKE button will provide additional function-
ality. If the Input Channels box is checked, when you 
select a new source for an input channel on the Side-
Board by using the SELECT knob, the TAKE button, 
and the appropriate input SET button, you can revert 
back to the previous source for that channel by clicking 
the TAKE button twice in quick succession. Doing this a second time goes back to the 
source you had changed to prior to the first double-click of the TAKE button. You can 
do this for all the input channels, thus making the TAKE button, when double-clicked, 
into an A/B selector for whichever channel’s SET button is lit. The Headphones check 
box provides a similar function for the Headphone source as long as the HEADPHONE 
SET button is lit.

Stereo headphones with an impedance of 60 ohms or higher can be plugged into the 
HEADPHONE jack. The HEADPHONE level knob controls the volume heard in the 
headphones.

The PROGRAM VU meter shows the signal level of the PGM bus mix, which cor-
responds to the controlled Utility Mixer’s A output.

The bank of six PROGRAMMABLE buttons is covered in the Chapter 3 of this 
manual.
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Visibility Settings
A WheatNet-IP system can have multiple hundreds of sources available. If you are 

trying to assign a particular source to a SideBoard fader it could take a while to scroll 
through all of those sources to find just the one you need. By default all sources are avail-
able to each fader, and the the headphones as well. If you can limit the source choices to a 
preferred few it can cut the search time considerably. And in most cases there’s probably 
only a few sources that you would ever want to bring up on a given fader.

That’s where visibility settings come into play. This allows the engineer setting up 
the system to limit the choices available to the operator for any number of reasons. There 
are systems where the engineer in charge has even limited the choices for each fader to a 
single choice, to prevent the operator from changing the source for that fader.

The Signal List
Before you can set visibility you need a list of the sources in the system. The Side-

Board GUI does not automatically search out this list. The list is obtained as follows.
From the SideBoard menu select WheatNet-IP System>System Scan... to see this dia-

log:

Make sure that the Host Blade IP Address: field shows the IP address of a Blade. 
You can point to any Blade in the system since they all have a list of all the sources 
known to the system. The dialog will normally be pointing to the Blade you have al-
ready specified as the Host Blade, so you usually don’t have to enter anything here.

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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Now click Start Scan. The SideBoard GUI will request the signal list from the speci-
fied Blade and begin to fill in the large blank area of the dialog with signal summary 
information.

When the scan is complete the Cancel button changes to a Finish button as shown.

Click Finish. You then will be presented with a chance to save this signal list lo-
cally on the SideBoard GUI computer:

If you want to save this list, click Yes, oth-
erwise click No. If you choose to save the list 
you will be given a chance to add a comment 
to the file:

 
Add any desired comment, then click OK. 

You will see a normal Windows file save dia-
log; point to the desired folder, name your 
file, and click Save to save it.

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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Set The Visibilities
Once the SideBoard GUI is aware of the signals in the system, and in particular 

the sources, you can then set the SideBoard visibilities..
Select SideBoard>Input Visibility... from the menu to see the Set Channel Vis-

ibility dialog.

The pane on the left is labeled Channels: and lists the SideBoard channels you 
can set visibility for. Notice the list contains the eight faders (for an eight-fader 
SideBoard) and HDPN. If your device is a four-fader SideBoard, only the first four 
channels and HDPN are listed.

The right pane is labeled Signals: and lists the various Blades, including PC 
Blades, discovered in the system scan. Plus signs on the left edge of this list can be 
clicked to expand each Blade until all sources are shown. As the list is expanded, 
various subsets of sources become visible, indented to various degrees to convey the 
sense of a signal hierarchy. Here Blade01 is shown expanded:

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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As can be seen, all sources are visible by default.  To remove a signal from the vis-
ibility list for a given fader, click to deselect the check box for that signal. Deselecting 
a check box for a signal higher in the hierarchy automatically removes all signals be-
low that one in the hierarchy. Thus, for example, if you don’t want any of the signals 
in BLD006 to be visible to a fader, simply deselect that entire Blade by removing the 
check on the BLD006 line, with no need to expand BLD006.

Here we are allowing only the sources on Paul’sPC, a PC Blade, to be visible on the 
SideBoard’s fader 1:

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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For convenience, the buttons Select All and Clear All allow you to select all sourc-
es or deselect all sources, respectively.

Below the Select All and Clear All buttons are a pair of check boxes that affect 
what will be displayed in the SideBoard channel’s alphanumeric display as the SE-
LECT knob is rotated. The Allow No SRC check box, when checked, provides the 
choice of No SRC when scrolling through sources for a fader, thus giving the opera-
tor a way to have a fader with no source selected. The Alpha Sort check box, when 
checked, displays the sources in sequence according to an alphanumeric sort of the 
source names. If this box is not checked, the display sequence will follow the sources’ 
signal IDs instead of the sources’ names.

Once you have set visibilities for any channels you need to, click Apply to apply 
your changes. Then click the red X at the upper right corner of the Set Channel Vis-
ibility dialog to dismiss the dialog box.

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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Menus
This section gives a listing of the various menus in the SideBoard GUI and describes 

what they are used for. Many of these menu items are discussed in more detail elsewhere 
in the manual.

File Menu
New... – this selection allows you to create a new default script file for the type of 

device you have selected in the Devices pane of the SideBoard GUI.
Open... – this selection allows you to open an existing script file for the type of de-

vice you have selected in the Devices pane.
Save – this selection saves any changes you have made to the open script file.
Save As... – this selection allows you to save the current script to a new file.
Load From Device... – this selection allows you to download the current script from 

the device you are connected to.
Print... – this selection opens a standard Windows print dialog box to let you print a 

copy of the script you currently have loaded in the SideBoard GUI.
Set Password... – this selection brings up a dialog box where you can set a password 

for running the SideBoard GUI program.  By default the program does not require a 
password.  You would want to set a password if the computer the SideBoard GUI resides 
on is accessible to personnel who should not be allowed to edit scripts or change device 
settings.

Exit – this selection allows you to close out the SideBoard GUI.

View Menu
Devices – this selection toggles the visibility of the Devices pane on or off.
Output – this selection toggles the visibility of the Output pane on or off.

WheatNet-IP System Menu
View Info... – this selection lets you view the signals that the SideBoard GUI has 

been made aware of.
File Open... – this selection allows you to load a signal set file that was saved previ-

ously.
File Save... – this selection allows you to save the current signal set to a file.
System Scan... – this selection allows you to query the system to which the Side-

Board GUI is connected to collect the current set of signals known to the system.

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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SideBoard Menu
Input Visibility... – this selection lets you set visibility on the SideBoard faders and 

HDPN output.
 Default Buttons... – this selection allows you to determine which buttons on the 

SideBoard are going to use the default SideBoard script settings (this can also be done in 
the Script Wizard).  It brings up the following dialog:

Hardware Menu
Add New Device... – this selection allows you to add a new device to the SideBoard 

GUI.  It duplicates the functionality of the Add... button on the Devices pane.
Edit “xxx” – where xxx is the name of the currently selected device, this selection al-

lows you to edit that device’s name and IP address. It duplicates the functionality of the 
Edit... button on the Devices pane.

Remove “xxx” – where xxx is the name of the currently selected device, this selection 
allows you to remove that device from the Devices pane, thus duplicating the function-
ality of the Remove button on the Devices pane. A confirmation dialog lets you change 
your mind

Assign IP Address... – this selection allows you to change the IP address of the device 
you are currently connected to.

Version... – this selection allows you to discover the software version on the device 
you are connected to. This information may be required should you need to communicate 
with Wheatstone Technical Support.

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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Update... – this selection allows you to update the software version on the device 
you are connected to. This should only be done at the direction of Wheatstone Techni-
cal Support personnel.

Reboot – this selection allows you to reboot the device you are connected to. A con-
firmation dialog lets you change your mind.

Build Menu
Compile Script – this selection compiles the script that is currently loaded in the 

Script Editor. Results of the compile are sent to the Output tab of the Output pane.
Compile & Download – this selection compiles the script that is currently loaded in 

the Script Editor, downloads the script to the device you are connected to, and restarts 
the script on that device.  Results of the compile are sent to the Output tab of the Output 
pane.

Restart Script – this selection restarts the script on the device you are connected to.

Help Menu
Contents – this selection brings up the comprehensive Help file that comes with the 

SideBoard GUI if it is not already open and takes you to the Contents tab.
Search... – this selection brings up the Help file if it is not already open and takes 

you to the Search tab.
Index... – this selection brings up the Help file if it is not already open and takes you 

to the Index tab.
About... – this selection brings up the About form to show you the SideBoard GUI 

version. This information may be required should you need to communicate with 
Wheatstone Technical Support.

SideBoard / Apr 2011
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Hardware Options

As is evident from the drawings on page 1-3, the SideBoard comes in a number of 
flavors. For example, there is a standard four fader version, which contains four sets of 
fader controls, as described in Chapter 1, plus a headphone section. There is also a stan-
dard eight fader version, which contains eight sets of fader controls and the headphone 
section.

Other models in this series contain other sets of controls in addition to, or instead of,  
the fader and headphone sections.

GP-8P And GP-16P
Some models have an added IP version of the GP-8P eight-button programmable 

controller or the GP-16P 16-button programmable controller. A single SideBoard cannot 
include more than one GP-xP controller. Installation of, and use of, the programmable 
controllers is described in the GPC-IP System Studio Turret Technical Manual.

Other Studio Turret Modules
In addition to the GP-8P and GP-16P modules mentioned above, the GPC-IP Sys-

tem Studio Turret Technical Manual also contains information on the GP-3 Headphone 
Panel and the GP-4S and GP-4W Switch Control Panels. These may also be mounted in 
SideBoard models having space for them.

Additional SideBoard Modules
There is a system XY Controller available in some SideBoard models. The installa-

tion and use of XY Controllers is covered in the WheatNet-IP Audio Over IP Network 
Technical Manual.
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The Six Programmable Buttons

The Programmable Buttons
As indicated on page 1-12, the SideBoard has a set of six PROGRAM-

MABLE buttons. These buttons, as the name implies, can be programmed for 
a wide variety of functions

Programming is done using the SideBoard GUI, which was initially intro-
duced on page 1-6. Now it’s time to delve into this program and begin to dis-
cover the wide range of features the SideBoard can provide.

This will be a rather lengthy chapter, since we’ll introduce a lot of the GUI 
concepts to you here.

The SideBoard GUI
If you’re happy with the factory-defined functionality built into your  

SideBoard then you may never venture into the GUI beyond the initial setup 
described in Chapter 1. But if you want to do more, the GUI is the go-to tool 
for modifying and expanding SideBoard functionality.

Scripting
Most useful tools require some effort to learn to use properly. The  

SideBoard GUI is no exception. And like a lot of useful tools, there are levels 
of functionality that are employed upon depending on the results you want to 
achieve.

A key factor in the SideBoard is that it uses scripts to perform functions.  
If you’re familiar with programming, or if you’re familiar with other products 
that expand their functionality with the use of scripts, then you’ll already have a degree 
of comfort with the concept. If not, then please bear with us, as the general ideas in-
volved are not rocket science, but will require due diligence to acquire.

Everything Is A Script
Everything Is A Script – at least in the case of the SideBoard. You already have a 

lot of built-in capability using scripts, and you haven’t had to learn a thing. We’ve pro-
vided a degree of functionality for you at the factory by writing the basic script that the 
SideBoard runs on.

Whenever you turn a dial, move a fader, or press a button on the SideBoard, you’re 
interacting with a built-in script. As we go along, we’ll show you how this is the case.

Even beyond the factory written script that runs the SideBoard, there are features 
you can “reprogram” without having to learn the scripting language. We’ve provided 
the Script Wizard to help you set up a number of different functions simply by clicking 
through the program and selecting check boxes and radio buttons, or typing in some 
brief text, such as a signal’s ID information.
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So let’s wade in and get our feet wet.
If you haven’t already done so in anxious anticipation, start the SideBoard GUI. If 

you need to install it you can see how that’s done back in Chapter 1. For our starting 
point, we’ll be looking at the standard default script. You’ll see something like this when 
viewing the Script Editor tab:

Below the title bar and the menu bar you’ll see three main horizontal sections. The 
top area has a gray background and shows the “auto-generated” part of the script. This is 
the part of the script that was generated by the Script Wizard. Below that is a white area 
where the user generated part of the script, if any, will reside. In the case of this script, 
everything is in the auto generated area and nothing in the user generated area because 
the entire script was generated by the Script Wizard.

The third horizontal section of the GUI window is further split into two sections. On 
the left is the area where you define devices and select the device you want to work with.  
This was covered in Chapter 1. The area to the right in the bottom section shows mes-
sages from the compiler (the part of the GUI that figures out if the script you’re writing 
makes sense, and converts it to a language that the device itself can understand if it does 
make sense). We’ll be more involved with this screen area later.

That’s a quick view of the Script Editor. For now let’s switch to the Script Wizard tab.
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The Script Wizard
The Script Wizard tab is split into two sections. The left side shows a list of  

SideBoard Buttons, and if you scroll down you’ll see that there are lists for Output LIOs 
and Custom Action Hooks. We’ll be dealing with the list of buttons here.

This list, shown for an eight fader SideBoard, starts off with the six programmable 
buttons, Programmable 1 – Programmable 6. These are the first ones we will customize.  
But as you can see, there are more buttons listed. We see the individual fader PROG but-
tons (Ch 1 Programmable – Ch 8 Programmable), the fader PGM buttons (Ch 1 PGM 
Bus – Ch 8 PGM Bus), and AUD and ON buttons as well. Since these buttons are all 
listed here we can actually change the way any of them work on a fader by fader basis.

Buttons Not Yet Programmed
As you can see, there is a red x icon in front of each of the six programmable buttons 

in the list. This indicates that they have not yet been programmed to do anything. In 
contrast, the rest of the buttons listed have a blue circle icon in front, indicating they’ve 
been defined for a particular function in the Script Wizard..
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Click on Programmable 1 and look at the right area of the screen. Under Function: the 
None / Custom radio button is selected, further proof that we have not defined this button 
in the Script Wizard.

 Now let’s program this button. One useful feature of the programmable buttons 
might be to use them to quickly select sources for the SideBoard headphone jack. This can 
be easily done using the Connect XYC function, but we have to do some homework first.

Start by clicking on the Connect XYC radio button. Two things will change on the 
screen. The most obvious change is that a couple of text boxes appear under Parameters: 
and will have to be filled in. The less obvious change is that a yellow triangle attention 
icon appears in front of the Buttons heading and the Programmable 1 item in the list, in-
dicating that we’ve begun to program this button but haven’t yet finished.

We want the button to select a source for the SideBoard headphone jack. To do this 
we have to specify two parameters, the Destination: and the Source:. Let’s think about the 
headphone destination first.  How do we know what to put there?

 A quick aside. All signals in the WheatNet-IP system, of which the SideBoard is a 
part, are specified by their Signal ID. This is an eight digit hexadecimal number. Hexadec-
imal means it uses as digits not only the common numerals 0 (zero) through 9, but also the 
letters A through F. So what we 
need to enter for the Destination: 
is the Signal ID of the SideBoard 
headphone input signal. The easi-
est way to find this information 
is to look at the system in the 
WheatNet-IP Navigator program.

In the system shown, the Side-
Board is associated with Blade01. 
Looking at Blade01’s signals, we 
see a signal named SBrdHdpn. 
This is the SideBoard headphone 
jack’s signal name. The ID is also 
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shown: 00430200 (please note that a different 
signal ID may be used in your system, depend-
ing on the ID of the Blade being controlled). 
If Navigator was not set up to show the Signal 
IDs on the grid, we could have also clicked on 
the signal to select it, then looked in the Details 
pane, where we can see the Signal ID. 

So the Signal ID that we need to enter in 
the destination text box is 00430200. Please 
note that, whenever we specify a Signal ID in a 
script, we need to surround the value with dou-
ble quotes, like this:

Next we need to specify the source. Something that would be useful would be to 
quickly select one of the four PGM outputs from a system surface to feed the SideBoard 
headphones. So let’s finish programming button 1 by choosing PGM A from a surface as 
the source. In our example the Signal ID turns out to be 01810000, so we enter this, in 
quotes, in the Source: field.

Once again, please note that signal ID numbers in your system may be different, de-
pending on components and configuration.

Now that we have both parameters specified, click the Apply button below the button 
list. This applies the function and parameter selections to Programmable 1. Save your 
script by selecting File>Save from the menu (or pressing Ctrl-S). At this point you have 
a modified script, but the SideBoard has not yet been updated to run this script.  Select 
Build>Compile & Download from the menu, or press F5, and the script will be compiled 
and sent to the SideBoard, and the new script will be started for you. Now, when you press 
programmable button 1, the surface PGM A bus will be selected to feed the SideBoard 
headphones. Go ahead and try it.

Oops
If you did something wrong, when you press F5, instead of sending the script to the 

SideBoard, you will see an error message in the Output pane of the GUI. The first time 
this happens you’ll do the typical programmer’s routine – panic! Then you’ll discover 
that you have no idea what the error message is trying to tell you. The error message will 
begin with a line number, followed by a description of the error. If you’re in the Script 
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Editor and double-click on the error text, you’ll be taken to a point in the script just below 
the line that’s specified. It will take some experience and some experiments to figure out 
how to fix the errors.

We highly recommend that you familiarize yourself with the built-in help files in the 
GUI so you can begin to see where to find the information that will help you rectify errors.

The Script Editor
Let’s see what the script code looks like that we just created with the Script Wizard.  

Select the Script Editor tab. Shown below is a partial code listing. Much repetitive code 
has been left out for clarity.

//AG_START
//All code between the AG_START and AG_END tags is auto generated and should not be modified.
//WheatNet IP Script Wizard - GUI v2.5.1
//AG_DEVICE TYPE=”Sideboard-8”
//AG_BTN1 TYPE=”XYC_CONNECT” DST=”&quot;00430200&quot;” SRC=”&quot;01810000&quot;”
//AG_BTN7 TYPE=”SBRDCUE”
//AG_BTN8 TYPE=”SBRDCUE”

< . . . some code left out here . . . >

//AG_BTN15 TYPE=”SBRDPGM”
//AG_BTN16 TYPE=”SBRDPGM”

< . . . some code left out here . . . >

action: STARTUP
{
  tmr_create_periodic (3, “AG_TIMER_FUNC”)
}

action: AG_TIMER_FUNC
{
  btn_led (7,sb_get_inp_cue(1))  // CH 1 Cue button LED
  btn_led (8,sb_get_inp_cue(2))  // CH 2 Cue button LED

< . . . some code left out here . . . >

}

action: BTN_1_PRESS
{
  variable: success = 0
  btn_led (1,1)
  if (locked (“00430200”) == 0)
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  {
    // Make the connection.
    if (connect (“00430200”,”01810000”) == 0)
    { success = 1 }
  }
  if (success == 0)
  {
    // If we failed to make a change, alert the user
    btn_led (1,0)
    error_flash (1,3)
    print (“Connect Failed”)
  }
}
action: BTN_1_RELEASE
{
  btn_led (1,0)
}

action: BTN_7_PRESS { sb_toggle_inp_cue(1) } // CH 1 Cue button

action: BTN_8_PRESS { sb_toggle_inp_cue(2) } // CH 2 Cue button

< . . . some code left out here . . . >

//AG_END

Let’s look at just a few key aspects of this script. To begin with, please note that the 
script starts out with a comment section . . .

//AG_START
//All code between the AG_START and AG_END tags is auto generated and should not be 
modified.
//WheatNet IP Script Wizard - GUI v2.5.1
//AG_DEVICE TYPE=”Sideboard-8”
//AG_BTN1 TYPE=”XYC_CONNECT” DST=”&quot;00430200&quot;” SRC=”&quot;01810000&quot;”
//AG_BTN7 TYPE=”SBRDCUE”
//AG_BTN8 TYPE=”SBRDCUE”

. . . and so on, and ends with this line:

//AG_END
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Lines that start with two “forward slash” characters ( // ) are comments. The remain-
der of the text on that line after the slashes is not script code that the SideBoard will 
run, but is text added by the programmer (in this case, the guy who designed the Script 
Wizard wrote these comments) to explain something about the code to any human who 
reads the listing.

The script begins with this:

//AG_START
//All code between the AG_START and AG_END tags is auto generated and should not be modified.

and ends with the AG_END line above. If you read the comment on line two you get an 
idea what’s happening. Whenever you use the Script Wizard to enable a feature, the code 
generated by the wizard is placed between the AG_START and AG_END tags. DO NOT 
modify any of the code in this area by hand, because you’ll be defeating script segments 
generated by the Script Wizard, with unpredictable results. And if you use the Script 
Wizard after modifying code in that area the Script Wizard will overwrite your changes.

Additional comment lines in the script show software revision and device type (in this 
case we’re dealing with an eight fader SideBoard), and then a series of comments show 
the definitions for the various buttons:

//AG_BTN1 TYPE=”XYC_CONNECT” DST=”&quot;00430200&quot;” SRC=”&quot;01810000&quot;”
//AG_BTN7 TYPE=”SBRDCUE”
//AG_BTN8 TYPE=”SBRDCUE”

< . . . some code left out here . . . >

//AG_BTN15 TYPE=”SBRDPGM”
//AG_BTN16 TYPE=”SBRDPGM”

Button 1 is the first programmable button from the bank of six, and the comment 
shows it’s been programmed to make a crosspoint connection. The remaining five pro-
grammable buttons don’t show up in the list because they have not yet been programmed 
to do anything.

Buttons 7 – 14 are defined as SBRDCUE buttons. These are the fader PROG buttons 
and have all been set to perform the CUE function. Buttons 15 – 22 are defined as SBRD-
PGM buttons. These are the fader PGM buttons and all are still programmed as such (yes, 
that means that you can re-program them to do something else if you want).

The portion of code listing shown here skips many of these definitions, but you can 
see them by looking in the SideBoard GUI and scrolling through the code listing.

The next section of code we show here includes a startup function and a timer action 
function. Functions are blocks of code that can be used numerous times during script op-
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eration to perform the same work over and over when required, or sometimes just once 
when the script first starts. We see both examples here.

action: STARTUP
{
  tmr_create_periodic (3, “AG_TIMER_FUNC”)
}

action: AG_TIMER_FUNC
{
  btn_led (7,sb_get_inp_cue(1))  // CH 1 Cue button LED
  btn_led (8,sb_get_inp_cue(2))  // CH 2 Cue button LED

< . . . some code left out here . . . >

}

The script uses the keyword action: to indicate a standard built-in function. We’ll 
deal with several of these throughout this description, and in the next chapter we’ll also 
look at non-standard, user-generated functions – the keyword subroutine: is used to 
define these.

In the above code “snippet” (as the programmers like to call little pieces of code that 
are used as examples) we see an action named STARTUP.  In most non-trivial scripts 
there’ll be a startup action that needs to be done once when the script starts. In this case 
the Script Wizard has defined a STARTUP routine that creates a timer. In some cases you 
may need to code your own startup routine. See the SideBoard GUI help file for more 
about this.

As mentioned above, the auto-generated STARTUP routine creates a timer. A timer is 
a section of code that repeats according to a known repetition time. Timers can be peri-
odic, which means they usually run from the time they are started until the script stops. 
This timer is periodic. It “fires” every 3 tenths of a second.  Every time it fires the code 
within the associated timer action function, in this case the AG_TIMER_FUNC action, 
is executed. Without going into a lot of extra explanation right now, suffice it to say that 
AG_TIMER_FUNCTION determines, for most of the buttons on the SideBoard, if the 
button should be lit or unlit, and then makes it so.

Worthy of note is that for an action to compile properly, it must be properly defined. 
Here is an example of an action that does nothing, thus showing only the code critical to 
defining an action:

action: my_do-nothing_routine
{

}
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The skeleton action is comprised of: (1) the keyword action: (including the colon at 
the end); (2) the function’s name, in this case my_do-nothing_routine; and (3) a set of 
“curly braces” ( {  } ) that will enclose all of the code for the function.

We’ve programmed programmable button 1, and we see the result of that in this 
snippet:

action: BTN_1_PRESS
{
  variable: success = 0
  btn_led (1,1)
  if (locked (“00430200”) == 0)
  {
    // Make the connection.
    if (connect (“00430200”,”01810000”) == 0)
    { success = 1 }
  }
  if (success == 0)
  {
    // If we failed to make a change, alert the user
    btn_led (1,0)
    error_flash (1,3)
    print (“Connect Failed”)
  }
}
action: BTN_1_RELEASE
{
  btn_led (1,0)
}

There are two actions generated for this button by the Script Wizard. The first, 
BTN_1_PRESS, is done when the button is pressed, and the other, BTN_1_RELEASE, 
is done when the button is, well, released. The BTN_1_PRESS action introduces a few 
new ideas, so let’s take a closer look.

The first line of code after the opening curly brace defines a variable named success, 
and assigns it a value of 0 (zero). Variables are used to store data, either temporarily or 
permanently (that is, for as long as the script is running).

Next we see a call to a built-in function:  btn_led (1,0). Briefly, what this function is 
doing is turning on the LED that lights the first programmable button. Please note that 
the SideBoard GUI contains an extensive help file that explains these items in much 
more detail than we have room to go into here.

Another built-in function is called to see if the destination with the signal ID 00430200 
is locked. If you recall, 00430200 is the SideBoard headphone jack signal. The default 
code generated by the Script Wizard won’t change the source of a locked destination 
signal, thus the check to see if the destination is locked.
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If the  destination is not locked we call yet another built-in function to make the de-
sired connection. Note that the code uses the signal IDs we entered in the Script Wizard. 
If the destination was not locked, the value of success is changed to 1. We next check 
this value, and if it is still 0 (which it will be if the destination was locked), we turn the 
button off, tell it to flash an error indication, and use a print statement to tell someone 
debugging the script (see help in the SideBoard GUI regarding debugging) that the con-
nection failed.

The other action, BTN_1_RELEASE, turns the button’s LED off when the button is 
released.

A Suggested Exercise
Scripting is one of those activities that you learn best by doing. 
Go ahead and use the Script Wizard to program buttons 2, 3, and 4 to select the E-6 

PGMB, PGMC, and PGMD busses, respectively, as headphone sources. Once done, 
look at the code in the Script Editor and see how this is done.

In the next chapter we’ll go a little deeper with buttons 5 and 6.
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The 8 Fader PROG Buttons

Recap
In Chapter 3 we waded into the shallow end of the scripting 

pool. We used the Script Wizard to program a programmable button 
and then used the Script Editor to investigate the results. And we 
invited the reader to do some homework and program the second, 
third, and fourth programmable buttons for similar functions.

Now it’s time to go a little deeper.

Reprogramming A Fader PROG Button
As mentioned a while back, the PROG buttons on the faders are 

pre-programmed to perform the CUE function. There may be times 
when you don’t need to be able to cue up a fader but have some-
thing else you’d like the PROG button to do instead.

This part of the chapter will explore a couple of options that 
might be handy.

Switching Bus Assigns
Suppose you have a source on a given fader and you sometimes 

want that source to appear on the PGM bus only and at other times 
on the AUD bus only. The stock SideBoard script allows you to do 
this but requires you to press both bus assigns to do the switch. Is there a way to make 
the PROG button do this for us? Certainly. Let’s do this for the fader 5 PROG button.

This function is beyond what you can do in the Script Wizard, but we’ll need to visit 
the Script Wizard along the way.

Create A Stub
One trick that programmers often like to use is to build what are called “stubs” - 

these are sections of code that do nothing but give you a place to land your code at a 
later time. In Chapter 3 we showed you an action stub when we wrote this code:

action: my_do-nothing_routine
{

}

We’re going to begin our bus assign switching function by creating a stub.  First, 
take a quick look at the series of comments at the beginning of our script and discover 
that the fader 5 PROG button is button 11.  So we are going to need to know when but-
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ton 11 is pressed. To do this we will use the built-in action BTN_11_PRESS. So our stub 
will look like this:

action: BTN_11_PRESS
{

}

Now let’s use the Script Editor and enter our stub in the white area where user-gen-
erated code goes.  Note that if you try to add or remove code in the gray auto-generated 
code area the Script Editor will not allow you to do so. Once you’ve added the stub you 
should save the script. Now press the F7 key to compile the script.

Look at the Output pane in the lower right corner of the SideBoard GUI and you will 
see something like this:

Uh oh, something went wrong. What’s this “redeclaration” business anyway? Notice 
that there are two line numbers mentioned here. If you double-click the error text (for 
example, on the place where it says “BTN_11_PRESS”) you’ll see the cursor is now 
flashing at the opening curly brace in our stub, and if you look below the Output pane 
you’ll see the text “Ln 243  Col   2” indicating the cursor location. This is where the error 
is detected.  There is also mention of a “previous declaration near line 184.” If you try to 
find line 184 you will see that it is in the auto-generated area of the script, right where the 
Script Wizard has defined its default version of BTN_11_PRESS.

Our stub has violated one of the rules of the scripting language: you can’t declare 
an action in more than one place. And we know that we have to declare (or define) a 
new button press function, in the user-generated code area, if we want the button to do 
something new and exciting. And we know that we are not allowed to edit the code in the 
auto-generated area. So what’s a poor programmer to do?

Hint: the Script Wizard.
Give up?  Here’s what we do. Switch to the Script Wizard tab and click on the line in 

the Buttons list that says Ch 5 Programmable. Change the Function: for this button from 
Cue to None / Custom, then click Apply at the bottom of the Script Wizard and save the 
script.

Now when you look in the auto-generated area you will no longer see a declaration 
of the BTN_11_PRESS action. And if you hit the F7 key again the Output pane will  
show ... Okay... Cool! Our stub is now legal.
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Fill In The Stub
Add code until our stub function has been filled out to look like this:

action: BTN_11_PRESS
{
  variable: pgm_state
  variable: aud_state
 pgm_state = sb_get_inp_pgm (5)
  aud_state = sb_get_inp_aud (5)

  if (pgm_state == 1) {  // fader is on PGM, AUD state unknown
    if (aud_state == 0) {  // fader is on PGM, off AUD
      sb_toggle_inp_pgm (5)
      sb_toggle_inp_aud (5)
    }
  }
  elif (aud_state == 1) {  // fader is on AUD, off PGM
    sb_toggle_inp_pgm (5)
    sb_toggle_inp_aud (5)
  }
} // CH 5 PROG button.

Once you are sure you have entered the code exactly as shown above, save your 
script and press the F7 key. If you see any errors, try to fix them.

Here’s a brief explanation of what we’ve done.
We started by declaring two variables, pgm_state and aud_state, to store the cur-

rent status of fader 5’s PGM and AUD buttons, respectively. We then use the built-in 
functions sb_get_inp_pgm and sb_get_inp_aud to read the state of these switches and 
store the values. If a button is lit the variable will now hold a value of 1, and if not lit a 
value of 0.

The if statement that follows lets us execute different code depending on the values 
of the variables. If the condition expressed in the if statement is true the code within the 
curly braces following the if statement will be executed. An if statement can be followed 
by an elif (short for else if) to test for a different condition. Without analyzing the action 
line by line, here is what happens once the button states are read:

• if PGM is lit we test to see if AUD is lit
        •    if AUD is not lit then we toggle the status of both assigns
• if PGM is not lit we test to see if AUD is lit
        •    if AUD is lit then we toggle the status of both assigns
We use the built-in function sb_toggle_inp_pgm to toggle the PGM button and a 

similar function to toggle AUD.
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Another Fader PROG Button Programming Example
Another useful function might be to provide a source selector for a SideBoard 

channel. Let’s do this with the fader 8 PROG button.

Create Another Stub
Let’s start as we did before by creating a stub. As you may have figured out by now 

the fader 8 PROG button is known in the script as button 14, so we need a stub like 
this:

action: BTN_14_PRESS
{

}

Remember now what we learned the last time. Before trying to compile the script 
we need to remove the pre-programmed BTN_14_PRESS action from the auto-gener-
ated code area by going to the Script Wizard and clicking on the line in the Buttons list 
that says Ch 8 Programmable. Change the Function: for this button from Cue to None 
/ Custom, then click Apply at the bottom of the Script Wizard and save the script. Hit 
F7 and the script should compile with no problems.

Finish The Code
Now we need to fill in the stub with code that will perform a source select. For this 

example we will add code that will select a new source for the fader every time the 
PROG button is pressed. Let’s cycle through the 8 sources that represent audio inputs 
for the host Blade in sequence. And let’s make it so that if the source is the eighth input 
that the next press of PROG brings us back to the first input. And let’s further decide to 
have the button place us at the first source if the current source before the button press 
is not in our preferred source list.

Wow! That sure sounds like a lot of code. Where are we going to get all that from?
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Plagiarize
Well, borrow might be a better word. Take a look at the code in the auto-generated 

section for the button 1 press and copy it into our button 14 action stub. We now have 
what looks like this (I have added some numbers to more easily identify each line):

Some of this will not be useful to us as is, so let’s do some editing. Line 4 will turn on 
button 1, which is the first of the 6 programmable buttons. This does not make sense for 
what we’re trying to do, so let’s change it to turn on button 14 (the one we’re pressing). 
Line 14 turns button 1 off, so we’ll make it turn 14 off instead. And line 15 causes button 
1 to flash 3 times if we fail to connect – yep, that’s right, change it to button 14 again.

Since we are confident the script will still compile, press F5 to compile it and send it 
to the SideBoard.

Now press the fader 8 PROG button and see what happens. If all is well you should 
see th headphone source change to E6PgmA and the fader 8 PROG button light – and 
stay lit. In fact, you can’t turn it off.

This is not what we’re hoping for, but it is what we told the SideBoard to do in our 
script.  Looks like we have more to do yet.

Go back into the auto-generated area and find the BTN_1_RELEASE action. Copy 
the entire action, then paste it below our BTN_14_PRESS action, and modify it to look 
like this:

1.  
2.    
3.    
4.    
5.      
6.      
7.     
8.    
9.    
10.    
11.      
12.     
13.      
14.        
15.  
16. 
17. 
18.  

action: BTN 14 PRESS
{
 variable: success = 0
 btn_led (1,1)
 if (locked (“00430200”) ==0)   
 { 
  // Make the connection.
  if (connect (“00430200”,”01810000”) ==0)
  {success = 1}
 }
 if (success == 0)
 {
  // If we failed to make a change, alert the user
  btn_led (1,0)
  error_flash (1,3)
  print (“Connect Failed”)
 }
}

action: BTN_14_RELEASE
{
  btn_led (14,0)

}
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Save the script and press F5. Now press and release the fader 8 PROG button a few 
times and see that it is only lit while held down. That seems like a good way to have it 
work.

Going back to the BTN_14_PRESS action, look at line 8. It’s telling the SideBoard 
to connect source 01810000 to destination 00430200. We need to change these signal 
IDs to make the script do the connection we want it to do. The destination in our system 
here for the SideBoard fader 8 input is BL01UMX8, with a signal ID of 00400607, and 
the first source on the blade is BL01S01 with signal ID 00400001 (your signal names 
and IDs may be different). So we’re going to change the code on line 8 to look like this:

if (connect (“00400607”,”00400001”) == 0)

Now when we compile and upload, the fader 8 source changes to BL01S01 when we 
press the fader 8 PROG button.

Now let’s go into Navigator for a minute, find our headphone destination (00430200), 
and lock that destination. Now press PROG on fader 8 and watch it flash 3 times.

Hopefully it’s not too much of a stretch for you to see that line 5 should be specifying 
the same destination as the connect function now uses, in our case 00400607. Line 5 tests 
to see if the destination we want to change the source of on line 8 is locked; if it is not, we 
go ahead and change the destination, and also set success to a value of 1. But if the des-
tination is locked success remains 0. Then at line 11 we test for a value of 0 for success, 
and if we find it so we execute the code on lines 14 – 16. One of the things we do here is 
turn the button off and flash it three times, to let us know our change did not take place.

One Down, Seven To Go
We have achieved part of our goal, in that we can now change the source feeding fader 

8 by pressing its PROG button.  But we need to go a few steps further and cycle through 
a number of sources.

Below is the BTN_14_PRESS function, revised to cycle through the first three de-
sired sources, with copious comments added to show what’s going on:

action: BTN_14_PRESS
{
  variable: success = 0 // reflects lock status of destination
  variable: fader_8_source // current fader 8 source

  btn_led (14,1) // turn fader 8 PROG button on
  if (locked (FADER_8_DEST) == 0) { // don’t switch if locked
    fader_8_source = connection (FADER_8_DEST) // get current source

    if (fader_8_source == FADER_8_SRC1) { // move from source 1 . . .
      if (connect (FADER_8_DEST, FADER_8_SRC2) == 0) { // . . . to source 2
        success = 1
      }
    }
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    elif (fader_8_source == FADER_8_SRC2) { // move from source 2 . . .
      if (connect (FADER_8_DEST, FADER_8_SRC3) == 0) { // . . . to source 3
        success = 1
      }
    }
    else { // if not at source 1-7 make it be source 1
      if (connect (FADER_8_DEST, FADER_8_SRC1) == 0) {
        success = 1
      }
    }

  }
  if (success == 0) {
    btn_led (14,0)
    error_flash (14,3) // If we failed to make a change, alert the user
    print (“Connect Failed”)
  }
}

// define sources and destination for fader 8
constant: FADER_8_DEST = “00400607”
constant: FADER_8_SRC1 = “00400001”
constant: FADER_8_SRC2 = “00400002”
constant: FADER_8_SRC3 = “00400003”
constant: FADER_8_SRC4 = “00400004”
constant: FADER_8_SRC5 = “00400005”
constant: FADER_8_SRC6 = “00400006”
constant: FADER_8_SRC7 = “00400007”
constant: FADER_8_SRC8 = “00400008”

In order for the above code to compile we had to add a few definitions at the head of 
the user code area, like this:

It is left as an exercise for the reader to make the button cycle through all eight sources 
according to our originally stated goal.
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Timers
More Advanced Scripting

Chapter 3 introduced us to scripting, the Script Wizard, and the Script Editor. We got 
our feet wet by doing some simple programming with the Script Wizard and gave one 
of the programmable buttons some new functionality.

We expanded our knowledge and experience in Chapter 4 by learning about stubs 
and using the Script Editor to provide functionality beyond what the Script Wizard can 
do, making a bus assign toggle and a source selector switch.

In both chapters we invited the reader to expand what we outlined.
In this chapter we will go deeper yet, taking a look at timers, and adding yet more 

functionality to our growing script.

Making Buttons Change Their Function
As always, the best way to learn something is to have an idea what we want to do, 

then figure out how to do it.
Here’s an idea that might be useful. Let’s program buttons 5 and 6 so that they se-

lect a pair of sources for the headphones, similar to what we did earlier with the first 
four buttons. But this time let’s do it in a way that lets us change the source the button 
is programmed for without having to go in and modify the script every time we want to 
reprogram a button.

Making A “Hot Button”
A hot button is one that you can reprogram by pressing and holding it. If you press 

the button and let go quickly it will make a source change, but if you press and hold it 
for a period of time its programmed source will change to a new source. We just need to 
work out a few details, such as:

• How do we know how long the button has been pressed?
• How do we specify the new source?
• How do we let the operator know that something is happening?

The Short Answers
How long has the button been pressed? The scripting language provides us with 

some timer functions to time events. We will need to use a timer to keep track of how 
long the button has been held.

How do we specify the new source? Since we want the buttons to be selecting  
sources for the headphones, we can require that the operator first use the normal  
sequence of pressing the headphone SET button, using the SELECT knob to select the 
desired source, then the TAKE button to take that source. We can then let the script read 
the current headphone source during the operator’s button programming procedure.

How does the operator know what is happening? Why don’t we flash the button 
while it is held, then turn it off when the programming is complete? We’ll need another 
timer for the flashing action.
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Button 5
Let’s start once again with a stub.

action: BTN_5_PRESS
{

}

Here’s a quick word description of what we want to happen when the button is pressed:
• The button starts flashing at a fixed rate, say, twice a second.
• If the button is released before the required hold time for programming, we make 

the connection, if any, that’s been programmed for the button.
• If the button has not been released before the required hold time we assign the 

current headphone source to be the source for that button.
So it would seem that one of the first things we want to do is create and start the flash 

and hold timers.
Also, since it doesn’t matter when during this process we detect the current head-

phone source, we can do that before anything else. Detecting the source requires finding 
the source currently feeding the headphones and assigning that to a variable. So we can 
expand our stub like this:

action: BTN_5_PRESS
{
  headphone_source = connection (HDPN_DEST)
}

Note that we are using the constant HDPN_DEST to refer to the signal ID of the head-
phone destination. We do this (as we did with fader sources in the last chapter) to make 
it easy to change the script to work with a different set of signals. We need to declare this 
constant and variable at the top of the user code area:

constant:  HDPN_DEST = “00430200”

variable: headphone_source

Make these changes, then press F7 to compile.

Timers
If you read the SideBoard GUI help file you will see that we can create timers that run 

all the time, and we can create timers that are one-shot, which means that at some point 
we start the timer, which then runs for a designated period of time, performs a function, 
then disappears. We will use a one-shot timer for timing the button press and a periodic 
timer for flashing the button while held.
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Add code to the stub to make it look like this:

action: BTN_5_PRESS
{
  headphone_source = connection (HDPN_DEST)
  if (flash_5_timer == -1) {  // flash timer not running
    flash_5_timer = tmr_create_periodic (FLASH_TIME, “flash_5_timer_action”)
  }
  if (button_5_timer == -1) {  // hold timer is not running so start it
    button_5_timer = tmr_create_one_shot (HOLD_TIME, “button_5_timer_action”)
  }
}

Let’s take a minute to analyze this code.
First, we give each of our timers a variable to name it by: flash_5_timer, which will 

handle the timing for flashing the button, and button_5_timer, which will handle the 
timing for determining how long the button has been held. These variables will need to 
be declared in the top section of the user code area. Note that we begin by comparing the 
value of a timer variable to the number minus (-) 1 to see if the timer is running. There-
fore it makes sense to assign the value of -1 to those variables when declaring them:

variable: button_5_timer = -1
variable: flash_5_timer = -1

When we create the flash timer we call a built-in function tmr_create_periodic, to 
which we pass two parameters. The first parameter tells us the period of the timer and 
the second parameter names the function that is called when the timer fires. We use a 
constant for the value of the period, and we call the timer action by a name that relates to 
the timer. This function also assigns a value back to flash_5_timer which will identify 
the timer when it fires.

The hold timer is set up in a similar fashion using the built-in tmr_create_one_shot 
function.

The period constants are defined in the user code area like this:
constant: HOLD_TIME = 40  // four seconds
constant: FLASH_TIME = 2  // two-tenths seconds

We also need to add two more stubs for the timer action functions. These should look 
like this:

action: flash_5_timer_action
{
}

action: button_5_timer_action
{
}

At this point the script should still be compiling OK. 
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Timer Actions
Now let’s flesh out the code for the timer actions.
The flash action should turn the button off if it is on and turn the button on if it’s off.  

So we need a variable to track whether the button should be going on or off. Let’s call 
this variable flash_5_state and let it be 0 (zero) if the button is off and 1 if the button is 
on. We want it to indicate off at the start so we declare it like this:

variable: flash_5_state = 0 

action: flash_5_timer_action
{
  if (flash_5_timer == $1) {  // timer fires
    if (flash_5_state == 0) {  // flashing button 5 on
      flash_5_state = 1
      btn_led (5,1)
    }
    else {  // flashing button 5 on
      flash_5_state = 0
      btn_led (5,0)
    }
  }
}

The first thing we do is check the value of flash_5_timer against the parameter passed 
to this function when the timer fires via the automatic parameter passing done by the 
script; this parameter is represented by the symbol “$1”. If this value agrees we execute 
the remaining code, which turns the button on or off as appropriate and also tracks the 
current state via the flash_5_state variable.

 Now press F5 to compile the script and send it to the SideBoard. Press program-
mable button 5 and see that it starts flashing . . . and never stops. We obviously need to 
have the button stop flashing, so let’s think about how to do that.

If the button is released before the button-held timer completes, we should stop the 
button from flashing and turn it off. So let’s make a button release action and put some 
code into it to do just that. And while we’re at it we’ll stop the button-held timer as well. 
And we can also make the connection that has been programmed for the button, if any, if 
the button is released prior to the hold timing out.

action: BTN_5_RELEASE
{
  if (button_5_timer != -1) {  // timer is running so stop it
    button_5_timer = -1
    tmr_kill (button_5_timer)
    flash_5_timer = -1  // kill the flash timer
    tmr_kill (flash_5_timer)
    flash_5_state = 0

The flash timer code should be modified to look like this:
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    btn_led (5,0)  // turn the button off (in case it was on from flashing)
    if (button_5_source != “00000000”) {  // if button released while timer running
      connect (HDPN_DEST, button_5_source)  // take the defined source
    }
  }
}

We’ll also need to define button_5_source and initialize it to “00000000”.
Add this code and press F5, then press and release button 5 and see what happens. 

The button does indeed stop flashing when it’s released. That’s good.
Now we need some code to program the button once the button-held timer times out. 

So we need to fill in the button_5_timer_action stub.

action: button_5_timer_action
{
  if (button_5_timer == $1) {  // timer fires
    button_5_timer = -1
    btn_led (5,0)  // turn the button off (in case it was on from flashing)
    flash_5_timer = -1  // kill the flash timer
    tmr_kill (flash_5_timer)
    flash_5_state = 0
    button_5_source = headphone_source  // finish the button definition
  }
}

Save the script and press F5 to compile it and send it to the SideBoard. It’s time to 
test the new button 5 functionality.

 Select the signal you want to program button 5 for by pressing the HEADPHONE 
SET button, dialing up the desired source with the SELECT knob, and pressing TAKE. 
Press and hold button 5 for four seconds and see that the button stops flashing. Now give 
headphones a new source, say by pressing one of the previously programmed buttons 
1 through 4, then press button 5 and release it before the four seconds elapses and you 
should see the headphone source change to the one you programmed button 5 for. And 
you can reprogram button 5 for a different source at any time.

Some Notes On What We’ve Done In This Chapter
If you’ve programmed button 5 to select a given source for headphones and the Side-

Board is powered down, when it comes back up button 5 will no longer be programmed. 
The SideBoard does not have a way of remembering a variable through a power recy-
cling.

Also, it may seem inconvenient to have to actually take a source to headphones be-
fore we can program button 5 to that source, but that is the only way to have the Side-
Board know what source we want to program for the button.

Once again we leave it as an exercise for the reader to give programmable button 6 
the same functionality we’ve given button 5.
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Exploring

Where To Go Next
We’ve covered a lot of ground in this manual. We’ve been introduced to script-

ing for the SideBoard, have become a little familiar with the Script Wizard and the 
Script Editor, and have used both these tools to program some new functionality into a  
SideBoard.

We’ve also been introduced to the idea of using stubs when programming, and 
have gained some familiarity with the concept of timers.

So where do we go from here?

We’ve Just Scratched The Surface
As much as we’ve accomplished, there is much more to the world of scripting in 

general and scripting for the SideBoard in particular. Perhaps what we’ve covered is as 
much as, or maybe even more than, you’ll ever need to know about the subject.

But a few of you will want to go further. So allow us to offer some suggestions.

General Programming
Few if any programmers these days limit their knowledge to one programming 

language. Programmers may be involved with using C++ one day, Java another day, 
and may do some website programming with a mixture of HTML and PHP during the 
evening.

If your appetite for scripting and / or programming has been whetted, we encourage 
you to learn more. Do a little research to determine what language, or languages, may 
be of use to you in your work or leisure time. Then find a book, or a magazine article, 
or an online tutorial, and learn more about it.

And while reading is helpful, doing is much better. One of the things we’ve done 
here is start with an idea for something we might want to do with the SideBoard and 
then figured out a way to make it happen. But these functions have been our idea – 
what’s your idea? What would you like to see the SideBoard do? Or how would you 
like your web page to act?º Or whatever project you want to work on. The incentive 
for learning is higher when the project is one you want to do.

Debugging
We’ve already touched briefly on some of the tools provided for debugging a script.  

It is definitely worth while to read the SideBoard help section on debugging for more 
information on this critical topic.

One thing worth mentioning here is the use of the print statement in debugging. A 
common debugging technique in many programming languages is to use some form of 
print statement that will help you see if certain areas of your script are being reached, 
and the status of variables when that segment is reached. The SideBoard GUI has a 
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Debug tab on the Output pane, and any print statements in your code will print mes-
sages that you have crafted to this area. This can be very valuable and a huge time 
saver when your script isn’t doing exactly what you intended it to do.

SideBoard Scripting
The SideBoard GUI comes with a comprehensive help file that will explain in de-

tail all the available functions and options. There is much more to choose from than 
the few functions we’ve looked at here.

The SideBoard integrates with Blades and has specific Utility Mixer commands 
beyond what we’ve already discussed. The SideBoard can also communicate directly 
with Wheatstone E-Series control surfaces, and even the Vorsis line of audio proces-
sors. All in all there are many built-in functions we haven’t even mentioned here.

Another reason for checking the SideBoard GUI help section is that we’ve pur-
posely glossed over many of the details as we’ve outlined functions and how to use 
them. The help file will give you all the awesome details.

Simply select Help>Contents... from the GUI menu and enjoy.

Other Wheatstone Resources
There are other Wheatstone resources that can help you think about the possibili-

ties and learn how related tasks can be done.
The WheatNet-IP Audio Over IP Network Technical Manual has an appendix that 

deals with logic functions and gives examples of using the GPIP-8 and GPIP-16 pro-
grammable button panels to interact with the WheatNet-IP system. These panels are 
programmed using the same SideBoard GUI we’ve been discussing throughout this 
manual. Although they are different, they share the same scripting language, and most 
functions are usable with either device. This manual gives some very good examples 
of programming logic associated with, and routed along with, audio signals.

The GPC-IP System Studio Turret Technical Manual contains even more informa-
tion on the GPIP-8 and GPIP-16 panels, and most of this material, once again, can be 
applied to the SideBoard as well.
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Changing IP Address
If it becomes necessary to change the IP address of the SideBoard from its origi-

nal factory address to a different address, follow the simple instructions here.
Open the SideBoard GUI, select the device you want to change the IP address of, 

and verify you are connected to that device. Select Hardware>Assign IP Address... 
from the menu to bring up the following dialog:

 Please note that the dialog does not show the current IP address settings of the 
device, nor does it show the device’s MAC address. Whenever you use this dialog 
you will have to fill in all the required information.

Begin by filling in the MAC Address: field. You will find this on a label attached 
to the SideBoard, usually along the bottom of the front panel. This label will also 
show the IP address the SideBoard was programmed to at the factory.

Next, put a name in the Name: field. This name is not actually used by the system 
but is for your convenience.

Now fill in the desired IP Address:, Subnet:, and Gateway: settings. The default 
subnet and gateway work for many applications.  If you need something other than 
default for these settings please consult with your 
IT people.

Once you have all of the required information 
filled in, click the START button. You will see the 
dialog on the right:
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Click OK to dismiss this dialog, then reboot the SideBoard by disconnecting its power 
supply from the AC line, waiting 30 seconds, then reconnecting AC power to the power 
supply. You should see the IP Assignment dialog Requests: field change from 0 to 1, as 
shown here:

At this point, the SideBoard is operating from the new IP address. Click STOP on the 
assignment dialog, then click the red ‘X’ button in the upper right corner of the dialog 
to dismiss it.

 If you change the IP address of the SideBoard from the address shown on the 
sticker it is advisable to attach another sticker to the unit showing the new IP address 
to avoid any confusion at a later date. Do not remove the factory sticker as it shows the 
device’s MAC address, information that is needed if you ever need to change the IP ad-
dress again.
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